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newly realigned road bringing traffic to and through the site

existing water paths excavated for floodwater management

vegetation serving to filter runoff and control erosion

 vegetation serving to filter runoff around wetlands

vegetation serving to filter runoff from paved surfaces

existing building adapted as an open-air pavilion

functioning business that do not contaminate the site

newly constructed structures for many uses

paving that allows water to infiltrate into the soil below

area long the riverbank with a path  for enjoying the river 

dense vegetation consisting of a diverse variety of tree species

plots for each resident to grow their own plants

play areas for children located near the school and residences

area for relaxation activities such as walking, picnicing, and drawing

area for recreational sports such as frisbee and soccer 

sculptural noise barrier along the road deflecting the noise of passing trains
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provide north to south circulation throughout the site

LONG_LOTS

LONG_LOTS aspires to rehabilitate Asheville’s River 
Arts District by reinforcing its ties to the French Broad River and the 
city of Asheville; and by creating places for both civic life and wildlife 
to flourish. 

Currently, Asheville’s River Arts District poses both environmental and 
urban design challenges. Located right on the river, within the 100 
year flood plain, the site is occupied by numerous abandoned ware-
houses and a few functioning businesses, and is bordered on the 
east by a functioning railroad. The natural features of the site were 
destroyed by this industrial occupation.

The term “long lot” refers to a French system of colonial land division 
used along rivers. The goal was to give each settler frontage on the 
river as well as on the road that ran parallel to it but some distance 
inland, away from flooding. This resulted in a series of long, narrow 
lots between the waterway and the overland route

LONG _LOTS design is inspired by the historical system of distinct 
lots, which allows equal access to the river for all to enjoy. To bring di-
versity and balance between the ecological entities of the site and the 
objectives of artists, the site will contain an interlacing of built spaces 
merging into natural spaces. Much of the land will be given back to 
nature, restoring the natural ecosystem and creating outdoor spaces 
that will engage the public and private realms.

Site Context within Asheville Tributaries within Watershed Long Lot Parcels

on the French Broad River


